
Hanoi - Tam Dao ( 01 day )

Located central capital Hanoi 65km to the northwest, Tam Dao (Vinh Phuc) have been
compared to the Da Lat, Sapa, due to the climate is cool all year round. Moreover, the natural
gift for the Tam Dao quần be a living natural diversity of large national parks in Vietnam and a
beautiful landscape of the majestic long Tam Dao has been selected as the holiday balance? ?
B? and entertainment ideal. 
  Tour schedule: 

Day 1: Hanoi - Tam Dao 

6h30: Xe welcome you depart to visit Tam Dao, the way the customer occupies the threshold
mountainous landscape du Vietnam. Can call Tam Dao is the cloud sea, by mountains this area
is always overflowing ngập white clouds. Said Tam Dao is to say to the white clouds. And low
thoáng white fuzzy area between a virtual three prominent mountain Ban Thach (1388m), Thien
Nhi (1375m) and Phu Nghia (1400m). 

11h00: resort area of Tam Dao you receive restroom. lunch 

In the afternoon you visit Bac Waterfall, stream bath or shower in swimming pool and participate
in games at the Tam Dao tourist 

19h00: Have dinner at restaurant with special ngọn su su. 

Maximum freedom you relax, discover the town of Tam Dao night. 

DAY 2: TAM DAO - HANOI 

7h30: After breakfast, you climb to the .400 level 1 on the top used Thien Nhi, under TV tower
100m high, with a feeling of just conquering the peak, breathe a bit thick strained chest
atmosphere in Tam Dao's good, found the ball into the body. All your troubles, distressing, and
worries every day seems to have got the Silver Waterfall wash, go to a place very far from any
other, the thought of dịu cool, as has been a source of drinking water clean. 

12h00: Have lunch at the restaurant. 

13h30: You continue to climb nearly 200 levels to the three lords Thượng Thousand. The temple
is kept a beautiful legend 

16h00: mission comes on Hanoi. 18h00: Hanoi to end the program, guiding you to share hands
on experience to date. 

Tour Reference Price for 01 tourists: 355 000d / guests 
(applies to the delegation on 35 guests) 

Fares INCLUDING 

Transport: the new cars have air conditioning 
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Hanoi - Tam Dao ( 01 day )

Food levels: 50.000d / meals and 15,000 VND / sub meals 
Rooms: There is TV, closed, cold, hot shower, telephone. Center position, 3 - 4 persons per
room 
Guide: professional, enthusiastic service, proficient, caring xuot regular routes 
Tickets visit: The money is to buy tickets to the landscape, time of visit will guide and unify in the
same group. 
Insurance: Guests are buying travel insurance, the tour, insurance compensation amount
maximum 10.000.000d / person 
Promotional: Drink, cold towels, say anti-drug .... 
PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE 

  

. VAT, personal phone, eat outside programs, entertainment personal 
INFORMATION GUIDE 

Children 1 to 5 years: free (food + sleep generic parent); 6 - 11 years: half the rate (rate of food
and sleeping with parents); 12 years of age: as adult 
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